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Hello, I am Rebecca Tegtmeyer, Assistant prof. at MSU. I have been at MSU for 5 yrs now, my first 3 years I was there 
on a year to year contract and 2 years ago I started my position in the tenure system. I want to share a little bit about 
my what I do as a “graphic designer” to give you context for why I became involved in creating a new degree program 
at MSU. I have my BFA in visual communications CLICK and I worked at a small boutique design firm and an ad 
agency right after undergrad. I then worked at Hallmark Cards Inc. for 7 yrs as an art director and designer. In these 
experiences I worked primarily as a branding designer. I then went to NCSU for my graduate education, there I 
learned and practiced so much CLICK interaction design, information design, visual interface design, and process 
methods aimed at understanding people. !
My knowledge in all of these areas attracted the attention of the Dean in my college.
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In the Fall of 2011 my third year (before I had landed the tenure track position) I was invited to a small meeting with 
the Dean, the Associate Dean, and a new tenure system faculty from the Department of Writing Rhetoric and 
American Cultures (WRAC), Liza Potts.
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Liza’s area of expertise lies in the areas of digital rhetoric and professional writing (the study of technical writing and 
managing content), she also has industry experience as an information architect and UX research.
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!
In this meeting Liza and I were each asked to put together some thoughts regarding a possible undergrad curriculum 
that would lead to an interdisciplinary focus in CLICK experience design. These thoughts were to be shared with the 
Dean the following day. Clearly, this was just a test to gauge our true knowledge and interest, it surely was never 
meant to become a real thing. We had been informed by other colleagues that tests like this were not uncommon and 
new degrees “just didn’t happen”—ones such as this definitely don’t. In an institution as large as MSU, new degrees 
with an “interdisciplinary” focus were logistically challenged in areas of administrative control as well as faculty 
responsibilities.   
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Liza and I fulfilled the request and surprisingly found many similarities in our approaches. Naturally, I created a 
diagram, while Liza wrote brief objectives related to possible courses. We aligned the two and the proposal looked 
roughly like the diagram pictured here.	
!
Our ideas (and the visual) received positive responses from the Dean. During the following spring semester (S12), the 
Associate Dean continued discussions with Liza and I about this possible new degree. 
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In these discussions it was revealed to us that students were consistently floating between the areas of technology 
and humanities. A student wanting a more humanistic approach to talking and learning about technology would find 
themselves in the College of Arts and Letters but continuing to take a few classes in the College of Computer Science 
and Engineering. Upon graduation, these students easily landed jobs in the user experience industry. 	
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The goal positioned to us was to create a degree program that would provide a similar yet comprehensive experience 
for a student that combined courses from graphic design, professional writing, and computer science. We were to give 
students enough knowledge about all areas in order for them to lead teams of specialists on the given !
Regular meetings of about 3-4 of us involved sharing ideas, comparing notes, and listing out the dream possibilities.	
!!!
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Initiation of Degree/History !
Our combined industry experience and contacts led us to define a “user experience process” from which we could 
work from to guide our decisions. We identified key phases and the documents created throughout the user 
experience process and aligned these within the respective departments’ areas of expertise.  !!
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Experience Architecture Degree Overview 
 
We consistently looked to collaborative teams in industry to inform the skill sets needed by graduates entering the UX 
job market. The careers and positions available in industry drove our discussions as well. We weren’t focused on 
educating students to become specialists in graphic design, content management, or programming but rather become 
a well-rounded generalist that would be able to work with designers, information architects, and programmers within a 
collaborative team.
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Experience Architecture Degree Overview 
 
We continued to operate under the assumption that this degree was just speculative and “wishful thinking”. Our tune 
changed when the due dates for the UCC (University Curriculum Committee) were outlined before us.
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Experience Architecture Degree Overview 
 
As one can expect, we made some final curriculum decisions without hesitation and wrote a new BA in Experience 
Architecture degree that includes CLICK 6 new core courses focused on Experience Architecture: Introduction to 
Experience Architecture,Researching Experience Architecture, Managing Experience Architecture Projects, 
Prototyping Experience Architecture, Experience Architecture Capstone, Experience Architecture Internship 
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Experience Architecture Degree Overview !
These new courses are paired with graphic design courses from the Department of Art, Art History, and Design, 
professional writing courses from the Department of Writing Rhetoric and American Cultures, and a philosophy course 
from the Department of Philosophy. !
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Experience Architecture Degree Overview 
 
A few course offerings from the College of Computer Science and Engineering were added to fulfill an overview of the 
programing languages commonly used in industry. With those CS courses, a lab discussion course will be paired with 
it for students to take in tandem so that they can continue to relate what they are learning in those classes back to 
their other courses which are rooted in the humanities.	
!
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Experience Architecture Degree Overview	
!
Together, all the courses balance theory with practice combining hands-on learning in the creation of experiences. 
And became a combination of many different disciplines. In addition to preparing the formal degree documents within 
the university system, we were also at the the point in which our intimate group of 3-4 individuals had to extend the 
curriculum discussions to our respective departments and colleagues, in exchange... 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Challenges and Obstacles  
 
the first obstacles were met specifically surrounding these issues:	

—degree name	

—general understanding of the degree	

—where would the degree “live”	

—who would teach in this new degree	

—getting around pre-requisites 
—current degree programs 
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CONNECTIVITY > COMMODITY 

Graphic Design’s Relationship to UX  
 
To be a commodity in today’s world is to be behind the times, relegated to a spot on a shelf, hoping that your sleek 
industrial design or beautiful packaging will be the thing that saves you and allows you to make the slimmest of 
margins. To be a platform, a connector, that’s where it’s at. Indeed as Lawrence Lessig writes, today, the value of 
media is no longer in content but in connectivity (Lessig, 2008). So participants in industry, startups and behemoths 
alike, seek to shape experiences that situate the user at the center of systems composed of multiple touch points (R/
GA, 2009). 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So how can the curriculum of graphic design be successfully integrated into a broader, interdisciplinary curriculum 
intended to train students to understand all facets of the design of experience? 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Graphic Design’s Relationship to UX  
 !
The answer to this question remains to be answered—we are still in the initial phases of implementing the degree 
curriculum, but in order to create new graphic design courses for the degree we had to at least attempt to answer the 
question. Here are three possible answers:	


·       They (students) need to be taught how to think critically.	

·       They need to know processes and methods to develop understanding of people and the systems 
through which they interact	

·       They need to know the basics of design principles and concepts.	

·       They need to come at all of the above by always putting people first.	
!
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Graphic Design’s Relationship to UX  
 
We developed two new courses within the graphic design curriculum to meet these objectives; a course in Design 
Thinking and another in the concepts of Graphic Design. These courses are requirements for the degree along 
with an existing course, Interactive Web Design. Courses in Typography and Time & Motion are offered as electives.
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Graphic Design’s Relationship to UX  !
The course in Design Thinking, which I am currently teaching and is running for the very first time, is a blend of 
studio and seminar, diving deeply into both the theory and methods of experience design. The course draws on 
seminal texts in design theory along with methodological readings from historic and contemporary practitioners. 
Focusing on collaborative project work, students investigate various ways to observe, understand, and shape 
experiences.  !
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Graphic Design’s Relationship to UX  !
The Concepts of Graphic Design course will give students an overview of form and communication analysis and 
manipulation. Students will investigate theory, concept, and visual tools central to developing visual communication 
systems. Focusing primarily on understanding as opposed to implementation, course will give students an opportunity 
to see the way visual communication influences and connects with the various facets of experience.   !
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Graphic Design’s Relationship to UX  !
In the existing Interactive Web Design course students become acquainted with the concepts and processes of 
interaction design and visual interface design. They explore a variety of process methods and account for the 
differences in audience goals, behaviors, and motivators when designing for an online experience.	
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Graphic Design’s Relationship to UX  !
The core XA course, Prototyping Experience Architecture, will run for the first time next fall. Rebecca and I will be 
developing the details of the course as we progress through this first year of the program. We aim to offer students an 
opportunity to explore the various ways of prototyping experiences that may incorporate both physical and digital 
components, ranging from low- to high-fidelity materials and methods, and drawing on both emerging technologies 
and analog tools.	
!
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CURRENT 
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!
How are we doing this? 

Current Degree Happenings  
 
The degree was launched this fall as our two new tenure system faculty joined the team. As indicated before, we were 
able to secure a tenure-stream line in each department. As their tenure-home remains within each of their reporting 
departments, half of their teaching load will be within the new degree. To land these two positions, Liza and I basically 
stopped working and talking about the degree, making it clear that nothing could continue until we got more faculty. !
What we got: 
—2 tenure-stream hires/which has created our curriculum committee 
—director 
—budget 
—space (minimal) 
—PROTOTYPING the DEGREE room for change  
 
A freshman experience is in the works as well with the goal to offer incoming majors the chance to connect with peers 
prior to beginning their course sequence in their third semester. A student group with an active student leader has 
already formed!	
!
Connections with our industry contacts continue to prosper. As word gets out about the degree, we are increasingly 
being asked to provide more information and they always ask when will the first graduates be ready for a job! 
Conversations with local tech companies have commenced as we negotiate and plan for ways to connect students to 
sooner rather than later to professional perspectives and experiences. 
 
As we approach our first semester of operation, we understand that we are only beginning this journey, and we know 
that there are many upcoming hurdles and challenges that we are looking forward to identifying, testing, and, 
hopefully, resolving. As we’ve already mentioned, even the name of the degree has presented us with certain 
challenges, so the branding and promotion of the degree becomes extremely important. We look forward to continuing 
to develop materials that help all stakeholders—students, parents, educators, and industry leaders—understand the 
degree. At the same time, branding and promotion requires the allocation of resources and energy (and time!) on the 
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